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This site is not available in your country Kseniya Ovchinnikova / Getty Images What is the deck-the-halls style? As much as we love traditional tins and red and green ornaments, there is something about the new forest of super-bright neon trees that have really captured our imaginations. With Barbie
Dreamhouse-level pink trees with unique color schemes like primary yellow and green or Tiffany blue, these inspirational holiday decorations make us itching to try something brand new this year, and might even go all-out with a rainbow-bright tree that looks like something out of a technicolor dream.
Scroll up to see our most wow-worthy colorful holiday trees we've found on Instagram. 1/22 The best trees feel like a natural extension of the whole year at home, and this emerald green and gold one does just that. The well-selected color scheme looks luxurious, yet unexpected, and fits perfectly into the
deep green velvet and gold finishes throughout the rest of the home. It also includes trend tassels to add more drama to the tree. We're devastated. 02 to 22 Not all ultra-colored wood eschew traditional Christmas colors. This brightens the classic red and green infusion with palette tips for neon and
plenty of eye-catching patterns to keep things feeling modern and interesting. (Plus, can we talk about how cool these white branches are at the top?) 3/22 If you thought a more modern, more rigorous decorative system means forgoing an all-white tree, think again. This look proves that even in the
pared-back Scandinavian style it is side by side with a colorful holiday atmosphere. 4/22 Now we call pink and emerald the new red and green. This color scheme pops up everywhere, and for good reason, it's an irresistible whimsy take on an old classic. 05 of 22 Proof that small trees still make a huge
impact: There's something almost Seussian about this little tree decked out with oversized colorful trinkets. Whether decorating a children's room or just a small amount of free space for the holiday, it fully supports thinking small. 06 to 22 If you are blinding bright and neon is not the thing, you can also get
the colorful holiday action palette blush pink like this. It's a refreshing and sweet colour scheme that everyone can enjoy. 07's 22 Bright Lipstick Red lends a gently glam look to this traditional, lodge-inspired holiday look. The blend of textures – from luxurious velvet to high-shine ornaments, the flaked
wood itself – attracts a lot of visual interest. 8/22 Tiffany blue? It's okay if you do. There is something elegant and elevated in this wood pastelpop. 9/22 This atomic festive tree is nothing more than a rash. Decorated with traditional tins, shiny vintage ornaments, and even some bold DIYs, the effect is



nothing more than classy. Don't be afraid of DIY. The green wooden garnishes on this tree are draped in Rit fabrics from Italy that are just the right individual shade. 10/22 Creating DIY rainbow tree easier than you think! Just organize your well-loved stash of ornaments into color groups before you start
and then repeat the ROYGBIV mantra from above in the trunk. Should spruce up your collection? Pick up colorful multi-pack bulbs to kick things. 11 of the 22 green and gold may sound traditional, but the final effect of this tree is clearly modern-mid-century modern, that is. 12/22 When a supersaturated
tree is simply not enough, double the fun. We love the different sizes and shapes of these trees that keep things interesting (and always unexpected). 13 of 22 If you are worried about the rainbow Christmas tree it will look incoheant or overwhelming to get a tip from this afvy-looking wood and only solid-
color ornaments with classic shapes. So the effect seems cohesive and curated, even when traveling through the rainbow. 14/22 This neon tree looks like something from the '90s Trapper Keepers of our dreams, from rainbow wood skirts to perky peacock wood lids. 15/22 Calling every perfectionist - this
tree is yours. With an even more over-the-top take on the trendy rainbow tree, this version includes lush carpet tons of faux flowers with an even more eye-dazzling effect. 16 of the 22 strings of candy-colored pompom wreaths make this the ultimate pink tree for the fabulous fashionista-and they double as
year-round rainbow decoration when the tree comes down too. 17/22 Torn between a colorful home and nostalgia for traditional? Choose a classic green tree, but put a whimsy spin on it bigger than life ornaments to achieve a playful effect without leaving tradition. 18/22 When children want wood in their
rooms, but your visions dance about shattered ornaments in your head, you choose something sweet and unbreakable, like this rainbow, rather than a rainbow of bow bows. 19 of 22 Not sure how to decorate a tree that has rainbows when it arrives? This unique sound-on-sound account is a bit like
holiday camouflage, allowing the tree itself to shine (while catching the light just the right way). 20/22 A bit nautical, a bit preppy, this blue and red colour scheme takes on two well-established Christmas colours and gives them a whole new life with chinoiserie-inspired accents and lots of luxurious
ribbons. 21/22 The holidays are really time to capture the most fairytale of you, and this tree really brings this spirit to life. Covered with feathers, animal prints, oversized ornaments, and every other epithet of luxury life we can imagine, it's an excellent reminder to indulge this season. Commercial
traditional wooden skirt is something of a glam. A drum mat like this faux pelt, soft sheepskin or even an intricate runner can add another layer of elegance to the wood setting. 22 out of 22 There's something irresistible about a little chintz, and this tree is the perfect reason why. Bright shades such as
yellow immediately heat up the place, especially when paired with pieces of furniture that are House. lisegagneGetty Images If you're thinking about Christmas, i can think of a lot of things. Family. Snowfall. Steaming mug of hot cocoa. But there's probably a certain object that's in every one of these
scenarios: a Christmas tree. Getting into the holiday spirit is just not the same if an evergreen does not stand tall in the living room, dressed in homemade ornaments, bright lights, and decorated with magic wood toppers. But when exactly did people start cutting down trees and put them in their homes?
Some might think Christianity will have all the credit, but tradition really goes back to the days of ancient Egyptians. The Start of the Christmas TreeWhen a winter solstice came around, the ancient Egyptians also decorate the temples and homes of evergreen trees and wreaths in a kind of celebration.
The flowering plant represented eternal life, peace, and wealth, which was important because winter was the time when the sun god, Ra, was sick and weak, reports History.com. After the solstice, Ra slowly shone brighter and stronger, and the immortality of evergreen symbolized the victory of life over
death. This content is from {embed-name}. You may find the same content in a different format, or you may find more information on your site. But it wasn't just the Egyptians who brought in the plant. In Scandinavia, the Vikings believed that evergreens were special gifts from Balder, the god of light and
peace. And the Druids, an ancient Celtic clergy said to walk the line between the gods and humanity, began bringing evergreens to their home around the 8th century. Before that, the Druids worshipped the oak trees as their idol. But the English Benedictine monk Saint Boniface, a man who dedicated his
life to converting pagans, offered the Druids a triangular balm pine tree as a symbol of the trinity and went on to replace their beloved oaks. They then used evergreens to decorate their temples as a celebration of a life without death, hanging mistletoe on their doors and windows to ward off the evil spirits
of disease. Christmas trees and Christianity Bar in the 16th century History.com, German Christians built wooden pyramids and decorated them with evergreens and candles to celebrate the birth of Jesus. Luther, at the liking of the magical, sparkling trees shining bright outside, decided to recapture the
beautiful scene of his family by putting the tree inside and covering it with wire and candles. Most 18th-century women are not 18. Panati extraordinary For everyday things, Governor Plymouth Colony called it a pagan mockery, and the Grand Court of Massachusetts also implemented a law in 1659 that
banned all adherence on December 25 that there was a service - including decorations. The Rise in PopularityIn 19th 1846, the second longest ruler, Queen Victoria, was sketched out with her children and husband, Prince Albert, next to a Christmas tree at Windsor Castle. Because Queen Victoria was
so popular (like another royal family we know), the decision immediately became iconic and became common throughout the world. This content is from {embed-name}. You may find the same content in a different format, or you may find more information on your site. Ornaments flooded the U.S., and
trees began popping up in households across the U.S., Britain and Germany. By the early 20th century, Americans had large floor-to-ceiling trees and decorated them with homemade items like popcorn strings, marzipan cookies, nuts, apples and candles, reports The Mint Hill Times. The introduction of
the tram created string lights instead of candles, as Thomas Edison also created the first strand of electric lamps in 1880, which he strung outside the Menlo Park Laboratory, according to the Library of Congress. Two years later, her friend and partner, Edward H. Johnson, hand-wired 80 red, white and
blue lights to her wrapped around a Christmas tree. By 1903, General Electric had offered pre-assembled kits to everyday customers. In 1923, President Calvin Coolidge began the tradition of lighting the National Christmas Tree with 3,000 electric lights. And less than a decade later, in 1931, the very first
Rockefeller Center Tree was lit - an occasion that soon became a trademark of the holidays. Today, many famous displays stand tall all over the world, including the Pope's Christmas tree in Vatican City, the floating Christmas tree in Brazil, and the Murano Christmas tree Italy.So as he goes on to hang
the ornaments this year, think how far the Christmas tree has come. And remember, this represents a time for peace and prosperity - something we could all use a little as we cozy in the holiday spirit. This content was created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users enter
their email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io piano.io
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